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VOLUNTEER FOR US!
WRITERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS ARE
WELCOME TO OUR ASSIGNMENT MEETINGS
EVERY MONDAY AT 7 P.M. IN THE CAMPION
BASEMENT.
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS BEFORE
VOLUNTEERING, CONTACT US AT
EDITOR@SU-SPECTATOR.COM
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SEATTLE U REACTS TO RECORD SNOW LEVELS-
On Monday, Feb. 6, Seattle U students woke up
to awinter wonderland and notifications from the
university that class was canceled. In response to
the snow storm, the university shut down entirely
for the day. Our university wasn’t the only one
affected, as dozens of schools in the Puget Sound
region shut down, including the entire Seattle
Public School district. According to the National
Weather Service, 1 to 4 inches fell over the city.
Seattle U studentsrejoiced, joining in on snowball
fights and building snowmen throughout the
campus. For many students from warmer regions
of the nation, this was their first time ever seeing
snow. As of Tuesday, chunks of snow and ice are
still present, butuniversity activitieshave resumed
in entirely.
MYANMAR’S TOP MUSLIM LAWYER SHOT
AT AIRPORT-Ko Ni, Myanmar’s National
League of Democracy legal adviser and a
prominent representative of Myanmar’s small
Muslim population, was shot and killed last
Monday at Myanmar’s Yangon airport. While a
gunman has been arrested, no clear motive has
been established. Ni focused on constitutional
law and advocated for defense rights for Muslims
and lessened military power in Myanmar. His
assassination isattributed to the increasedreligious
tensions in Buddhist-dominant Myanmar, and his
plansto rewrite the Myanmarconstitution in a way
that stripped the military of their political powers.
There have been public displays of mourning for
Ni’s death, especially from his immediate family,
who witnessed the event. His funeral was held
Sunday, where thousands of mourners carried Ko
Ni’s coffin through the streets of Yangon.
NEWS
FILIPINO CATHOLIC CHURCH CRITICIZES
DUTERTE—During the Catholic Bishops
Conference in the Philippines, Filipino Catholic
priests called Duterte’s war on drugs a “reign of
terror.” The statement was made in a pastoral
letter read Sunday, addressing the county’s
violence towards drug users as well as some
of the population’s general indifference to the
country’s current state. The Church also reminded
citizens of the violence pouring into the poor
communities as a result of this drug-frenzy, and
how their deaths are not being accounted for.
Duterte’s cabinet brushed aside the comments,
stating “The efforts of these church leaders might
be put to better use in practical catechetics that
build strong moral character among the faithful,
and so contribute more to the reign of peace
felt by ordinary citizens everywhere, especially
those who are innocent of illegal activities,” said
apresidential spokesman. In a country with an 80
percent Catholic population, the Church’s input
has the potential to influencemuch of the Filipino
population. As of recent data, Duterte’s death toll
since the beginning of his reign is now 7,600.
CHINA AND US RELATIONSHIP TENSIONS
GROW—The Secretary ofDefense made comments
last week claiming the U.S. would protect a
Japanese island territory, of which China also
claims. The Senkaku islands, as they are referred
to in Japanese, are an uninhabitable chain of
islands that were given to Japan in the 1960 US-
Japan treaty during the Cold War. However,
the islands’ were originally used by China as
maritime navigational markers. Chinese Foreign
Ministry spokesperson, Lu Kang, responded to
the comments Saturday, stating that “We urge
the U.S. side to take a responsible attitude, stop
making wrong remarks on the issue involving the
Diaoyu islands’ sovereignty, and avoid making the
issue more complicated and bringing instability
to the regional situation.” The U.S. Secretary of
Defense has yet to comment on Kang’s response.
COURT INTERFERES WITH TRUMP’S
IMMIGRATION BAN—Federal Judge James Robart
of the U.S. Appeals Court in San Francisco,
blocked the Trump Administration’s executive
order to ban citizens from seven countries
from entering the U.S. This verdict was reached
after the U.S. Department of Justice requested
to reinstate the ban that was rejected by now
former Attorney General, Sally Yates and the
sixteen federal attorneys that deemed Trump’s
ban unconstitutional. The appellate court only
temporarily froze the ban, and further decisions
on the matter will be addressed in Washington
on Monday. An angered Trump tweeted shortly
after the ruling: “Just cannot believe a judge
would put our country in such peril. If something
happens blame him and court system.” And then
went on to tweet that the court’s systems are
making his job “very difficult.” Since the ban’s
implementation, U.S. Justice Department lawyers
statedaround 60,000 visas were revoked, sparking
nationwide protests.
PORT OF SEATTLE CEO FIRED-The Port of
Seattle’s CEO Ted Fick was fired for allegedly
giving himself a secret $24,500 raise, accepting
inappropriate gifts from business partners,
diverting business to his father’s company, and
for pending sexual harassment and DUI charges
against him. Fick repeatedly violated the port’s
code of ethics about gratuity gifts and salaryraises.
Despite his predecessor and the five commission
members telling Fick to not join a for-profit board,
the former CEO joined a trucking company,
taking $250,000 in equity stake, undisclosed to
his commissioners. The findings were reported
to the Port of Seattle’s commission, and Fick
resigned Wednesday. It isn’t clear as of now who
the next CEO will be, and neither Fick nor his
lawyer have commented on the matter since its
reveal.
Maddy can be reached at
mmesa@su-spectator.com.
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SEATTLE CITY COUNCIL MAKES ITS MOVE AGAINST DAPL
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
Downtown Seattle awoke to chanting
on the morning of February 1.
“No - coal, no oil, we want our
money back!” and other mantras of
opposition toward the Dakota Access
Pipeline echoed through busy streets
as activists from Seattle and cities
beyond rose, early, endured the cold
and gathered in front of city hall to
await a decision that could be the
beginning of a nationwide movement.
Eight of City Council’s nine
committee of finance members
assembled to vote on the future of
Seattle’s association with Wells Fargo,
a prominent lender to the Direct
Access Pipeline, an oil pipeline in
North Dakota currently under heavy
protest. Wells Fargo is one of several
major banks funding the pipeline
with almost $500 million invested in
the project.
Since WellsFargo has been the bank
of Seattle since 1999, the decision
to break ties would undo almost 20
years of partnership and result in the
divestment of $3 billion, measures
that city council saw as necessary for
environmentaland ethical reasons.
This initiative, spearheaded by city
councilmember Kshama Sawant,
brought together almost the entire
financial committee to make a
decision. Though city hall has only
recently taken this stance against the
Dakota Access Pipeline, just outside
its doors were people from across the
country that have opposed it from the
very beginning. People that have seen
the events in North Dakota firsthand
and have supported the protesters
at Standing Rock were leading
the crowd.
“We are winning, not because some
politicians passed an ordinance, but
because we are here,” said Nikkita
Oliver, local artist and member of
the Black Lives Matter movement.
“We cannot drink oil and we cannot
eat money. Doing the right thing is
not something to be celebrated, but
something to be expected.”
Though the gathering consisted
On Feb. 7, Seattle voted to divest $3 Billion from WellsFargo. carlos Cervantes
• the spectator
of people from many different
backgrounds, the event’s most
influential voices came from people
of color. There were strong showings
from Black Lives Matter and Native
American activist groups like Indians
for Justice. They stressed that the
causes behind DAPL run parallel to
many of the other challenges in our
countries, like the current water crisis
in Flint, Mich., for example.
“We have to divest from the things
that are harming us and invest into the
things that are making us stronger,”
said Rashad Barber, another speaker
outside City Hall.
The result of the financial council’s
decision will not take effect until
December 2018, when Seattle’s
contract with Wells Fargo is due for
renewal. Though the events at City
Hall
may not
have resulted in any
immediate effects, they are nonetheless
a significant development for what
they could mean for the future.
Many of the speakers at the event
described Seattle as a “domino city,”
arguing that its unique position as
both an important West Coast city and
also first city of its size to divest might
set an example for others to follow.
They imagined that with Seattle as a
precedent, other smaller cities might
follow suit, which in turn might
encourage the larger urban centers.
Though the $3 billion Seattle is
divesting from Wells Fargo is not a
very large sum relative to the amount
of money they manage nationwide,
it has the potential be much more
significant if others follow suit. With
a dwindling amount of cities to do
business with, the hope is that Wells
Fargo will have to cease their funding
of the DAPL.
“It takes a village to get these things
done,” said Millie Kelly, a lawyer
specializing in Native American law
February 8. 2017
and one of the main organizers for the
gathering outside of City Hall. “Our
village is getting bigger and bigger
every day.”
The events that occurredat City Hall
on Feb. 1 could be described as having
happened in two different worlds.
In one sphere there was the official
and stately approach to change with
elected officials navigatingsystems and
legislation. In the other sphere were
the protestors, the first responders and
those that have risked their safety in
raising awareness. Though these two
groups were different in everything
from sitting versus standing, indoor
voices versus loudchanting, both were
after the same goal and both achieved
a victory last Wednesday.
Carlos may be reached at
ccervantes@su-spectator.com
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SCHOOL OF NEW AND CONTINUING STUDIES GROWS IN FIRST YEAR
Anna Kaplan
Staff Writer
Upon initial glance, Seattle University
appears tobe full of late-teenand early-
twenty-something undergraduates.
But unbeknownst to many, there’s
a population of adult learners who
occupy this campus. They range
in ages and backgrounds, and the
number of these students is growing
by the year.
Seattle Us School of New and
Continuing Studies is nearing its one
year anniversary, and is providing the
university’s adult students with the
skills they need to succeed in today’s
workforce. The SNCS was just created
last spring, but it has a long history
prior to that.
. Jesuit institutions are known for
their night schools—programs that
allow working class Catholics to get
their education in addition to working
full-time jobs. Almost all Jesuit
institutions today that are located in
urban areas have some type of a night
school or adult education program
that can be completed alongside a
career. However, until last spring,
Seattle U didn’t have a night school for
adults over 25 years old.
“About 25 years ago, Seattle U had
a school called The Evening School,”
said Rick Fehrenbacher, the inaugural
Dean of the School of New and
Continuing Studies. “It had about 500
students in it, and they were all part-
time adult students. Seattle U hadn’t
done it for awhile, and so now they
just decided to kick it back up.”
The School of New and Continuing
Studies offers three programs, two
degrees and one certificate. The
degrees are both Bachelor’s of Arts,
titled Digital Technologies & Cultures
and Organizational Leadership.
The school also offers a Web
Development certificate.
“This is a school for adults who are
living their lives and trying to manage
school, in addition to a multitude of
other things. And most of us have
been in that same place,” said Viviane
Lopuch, directorofthe Organizational
Leadership program.
6 NEWS
Prospective students learn about SU’s newest college ofNew and Continuing Studies. J- domingo • the spectator
Lopuch was an adult student for 25
years before she became director of
the program.
“We understand what that
experience is like,” she said. “These
degrees provide evidence that you
now have the grounding to do this,
not just the academic grounding, but
the training in addition to the actual
work you do every day.”
The Digital Technologies &Cultures
major aims to prepare students for the
21st century workforce. The program
includes learning basic coding and
web skills in order to be able to
produce quality content online. In
addition, students read criticism of
digital media to understand it from
many differentperspectives.
“We are constantly surrounded by
media,” said Wanda Gregory, director
of the Digital Technologies and
Cultures program. “What we want
to do is to have people understand
technology and the impact it has
on a working professional, and the
personal aspect as well.”
The other degree program is
Organizational Leadership, which
is primarily a management degree.
Students discern how to lead
organizations through learning
the practical skills needed, such as
business law and finance. They also
gain desirable leadership skills in
communication, critical thinking and
team leadership.
The third program the School of
New and Continuing Studies offers
is the Web Development certificate.
This certificate had already been
offered for a year before the creation
of the School of New and Continuing
Studies, but was moved into the new
school last year.
The Web Development certificate is
a one-year program where students
learn the coding skills required to
become a Front End Web Developer.
“They offer this in coding boot
camps, but those often take about
16 weeks of pure, dedicated time,”
Fehrenbacher said. “You have to stop
working and you have to do just
that. We’ve had a lot of people come
in who are just looking for a change
of career, who are working while
getting this degree at the same time,
and then they move on to a job in the
technology field.”
The program offers unique classes
such as Introduction to Javascript
Programming for the Web, which
varies from other courses of this
kind because it requires no previous
knowledge of Javascript, whereas
others generally require at least a basic
understanding of the coding language.
Now that the School of New and
Continuing Studies is in full swing,
Fehrenbacher says that their student
population is “all over the place.
“The school has students who are 25
and students who are in their fifties,
and of all races and ethnicities,” he
said. “It’s a different kind ofvibe than
what’s across campus in some ways.”
The dean also said that they will
eventually add more majors, and are
working to expand the size of the
student body. As the School of New
and Continuing Studies nears its
first anniversary, it aims to continue
meeting the needs ofadult students in
a rapidly changing world.
Annamay be reached at
akaplan@su-spectator.com
and dance.
Seattle Mayor Ed Murray made a
statement about Seattle, a “vibrant,
world-class city of innovation,” and
how its colleges and universities
“contribute to its intellectual and
inclusive spirit.”
Seattle University, Murray
explained, was founded in 1891 as a
Jesuit Catholic university located on
Capitol Hill neighborhood. It houses
nine schools and collegesand a student
body of 7,400. Our university ranks as
one of the top 10 universities in the
West, offers an excellent education
through its distinguished faculty
and competes in NCAA Division I
Athletics.
Seattle U received the Presidential
Award for Community Service, the
U.S. governments highest recognition
for community service, and thousands
of its alumni live and work in Seattle,
King County and the greater Puget
Sound region, “contributing to the
local workforce and improving the
communities in which we all live and
thrive.”
“Seattle University strives to be the
premier independent university of the
Northwest in academic quality and
MAYOR MURRAY CELEBRATES SEATTLE U’S 125TH YEAR
Bailee Clark
Volunteer Writer
Icons of the Seattle were lit red
beginning around dusk on Saturday
for about 12 hours. The Great Wheel,
the Columbia Tower, The Westin, Key
Arena, and other landmarks were
among these.
The skyline showed itsRedhawk pride
this weekend when the Space Needle,
the Great Wheel, the Columbia Tower,
The Westin, KeyArena and other
landmarkswere lit in RedhawkRed for
Seattle University’s 125th anniversary.
Seattle Mayor Ed Murray declared
the weekend of Feb. 2-5 to be Seattle
U Weekend.
It was quite an eventful weekend
for Seattle U. Homecoming kicked off
on Wednesday, Feb. 1 and an activity-
filled few days and weekend followed.
Highlights includeda performanceby
D1 Improv, Battle of the Bands and
the Homecoming basketball game
service to society,” Murray said in a
statement.
“[The] University’s values include
care, academic excellence, diversity,
faith, justice and leadership; and
Seattle University is celebrating its
125thanniversary.
The Mayor declared Feb. 2-5,
in the year 2017, to be Seattle
University Weekend.
Faculty members said they felt
honored to have a weekend dedicated
to Seattle U by the city’s mayor.
Over the years, Mayor Murray has
developed an appreciation and a
close relationship with the Seattle
U community.
“Seattle University has a great
relationship with Mayor Murray
and his staff and the City of Seattle
as a whole,” said Lincoln Vander
Veen, External Affairs Manager at
Seattle U. “We simply inquired about
official recognition for our 125th
anniversary and they happily drew up
a proclamation and made it available
to us.”
Many Seattle U students were
excited when they heard we have an
official weekend.
“I didn’t know that it was Seattle
University Weekend, but that’s really
cool that the mayor recognized
us,” said Sarah Miller, a senior
environmental studies major. “I will
definitely be looking out for the red
skyline on Saturday.”
Jaelin McCoy, a sophomore
communications major at Seattle U,
knew about the proclamation from
the mayor. She thought it was neat
that the universityreceived the honor,
but she wishes that more students at
Seattle U had school pride and were
willing to participate in events such
as Homecoming and notice Seattle
U weekend.
“It feels really special that all of
this is happening just for our small
school,” McCoy said. “I would love to
go out and see the lights and partake in
Homecoming activities, but students
here generally aren’t very school-
spirited and it has been a challenge
to find people who are willing to
join me.”
Although not all students know
about Seattle University Weekend, it
is an honor nonetheless. It says a lot
about our school community that we
were recognized by the mayor himself.
With faculty and alumni that care
about the school, Seattle U was the
place to be last weekend. Ifyou looked
NICK TURNER • THE SPECTATOR
The Great Wheel near the waterfront shined Red Hawk red for Seattle
University Weekend.
FEBRUARY 8. 2017
at the city skyline on Saturday, the
whole city seemed to be wishing
Seattle University a happy birthday.
Editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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REV SU: THE WHAT AND WHY OF NEW I. T.
Les-Tobias
Staff Writer
Ifyou have not heard of RevSU, Seattle
University’s attempt to modernize its
outdated IT system, then by most
indicators the project is advancing
smoothly. The motivation? A desire
and need to propel Seattle Us IT
network into the modern era.
Thecurrent systemof interconnected
data has long been obsolete, despite
multiple, fragmented re-toolings.
Last year the 2016-17 fiscal budget
of $211.9 million was announced,
and finally a $1.6 million provision to
update the process of administrative
duties on campus was born.
Tatiana Saroca is the university’s
ITS-RevSU change management
specialist. Given the scope and
timeline of the RevSU program,
Saroca helps to communicate the
purpose and outcomes of RevSU to
the universitycommunity.
“The project started last year, and
will continue into early 2018, but
most of the major changes will be
done this year,” Saroca said. “By
major changes I mean we’re taking
our current ‘colleague’ system, we’re
calling it Legacy Colleague, and we’re
transferring all that data and putting
into ‘New Colleague?’
Saroca said the major changes will
be completed by July of this year.
‘Colleague’ is the crucial aspect
of RevSU, and is the name of the
university’s enterprise resource
planning (ERP) system. It is the
platform from which all of Seattle U’s
administration takes place, including
financial aid, grades and student and
staffpay.
As a change management specialist,
Saroca has a unique understanding of
the project’s end goals, and how the
new ERP will affect Seattle U users
who interface with the system.
“Users to us means the end-users.
What projects typically tend to focus
on is what we would call a power-user,”
Saroca said. “People in the registrar’s
office, or people in the controller’s
office—they’re in the system everyday.
The end-users are the people actually
8 NEWS
registering for classes, so like students
or faculty, the people giving out
the grades.”
Miles Schlagel is a senior
administrative assistant in the art
department, and serves as RevSU’s
academic administrative staff
representative for the executive
committee. Essentially, he makes sure
that staff and faculty who don’t know
about RevSU become informed.
“The way the registrar office is
processing classes and the way the
academic departments are scheduling
courses—that’s all being updated
into a newer system that’s more
[streamlined],” Schlagel said. “It gives
us a better overview ofhow classes are
being scheduled across the university,
so we’re not so-much siloed into our
own academic departments. '
For Schlagel, the project’s success
and purpose comes down to how
well the final product assists in
communication throughout the
university, especially between staff.
“In my role, I schedule classes for
the fine arts department, so that really
helps give me more clear tools on how
to better schedule our courses tobetter
serve our students,” Schlagel said.
With so much integral activity
occurring on these systems, it begs the
question why it’s taken so long to get
to this point. More importantly, why
such a drastic and expensive fix?
“You can kind of think of it as one
of those Rube Goldberg contraptions,”
Saroca said. “You think just removing
one element seems so easy, but when
you step back into the grand scheme
of things it really messes up the
system. Unfortunately there’s poor
documentation to layout what we did
to the system in the 20 years it’s been
with us.”
Such a complicated system is certain
to bring growing pains along the way,
and RevSU will have had to deal with
them in turn. While students are used
to bi-monthly pay, staffhad been used
to one early month paycheck when
planning their finances and living
arrangements. It’s an example of the
unexpected problems that Saroca
and Schlagel help to communicate
and solve.
“It was a huge adjustment for staff
at first, but I think the university and
the RevSU team did a really good job
of informing us,” Schlagel said. “They
were really great about reaching out,
and getting feedback on the process.”
Most students who come to
understand RevSU’s mission and
the overall impact support the
perspective that up-to-date integrated
technology is key to a smoothly
functioning system.
“I think it’s smart to replace these
current systems,” said Kyle Seeberger,
a junior engineering major. “Redoing
older, dying systems is a smart idea.”
As the update continues into
the summer, there is peace of
mind knowing an overhaul of this
magnitude will likely be the last.
“I do know that the university
is intending to move to a hosted
environment, so that as updates
happen to the system, they happen
automatically for the university.
So that there won’t be this kind of
implementation,” Sarcoa said. “The
intent of this project is really so that
we won’t have to go through this again
to this scale.”
Les may be reached at
ltobias@su-spectator.com
MANDY RUSCH
CAMPUS MINISTRY EVENT ADDRESSES ISLAMOPHOBIA
Josh Merchant
Staff Writer
Following President Donald Trumps
executive order, which restricted travel
to and from seven Muslim-majority
countries in the Middle East, Campus
Ministry, in collaboration with the
Office ofMulticultural Affairs, hosted
an event called “Bias and Hate Crime
in the Current Political Climate.”
The event featured a selection of
speakers both from campus and the
surrounding community.
“We felt like it was important to
address that this is an issue that is
happening, even in our community
in Seattle,” said Multi-Faith Campus
Minister Amina Ibrahim. “And that
here are the tools for students that are
experiencing it, and here are the ways
that we can prevent it from going
further than what it is now.”
Ibrahim opened the event by
discussing the rapid progression of
Islamophobia since Inauguration Day
on Jan. 20. She said that they started
planning the event a few weeks ago
and wanted to address the issues of
hate crimes and biases in the country,
especially toward Muslim Americans.
“Hate crimes have increased
tremendously in the last few months,
even in our so-called progressive,
liberal city—they happen here too.”
Ibrahim said the in the last few
weeks in particular, the rhetoric
surround immigration and Muslim
Americans has worsened.
“What are you, as an individual,
doing to help marginalized groups?
What is your responsibility as a
person?” she asked the crowd at
the event. “Tonight, we must ask
each other and ourselves these
uncomfortable and difficult questions,
because it is unacceptable for us to
be comfortable during our current
political climate.”
This event featured Dale Watanabe,
assistant director at the International
Student Center, Arsalan Bukhari,
executive director at the Center
for American-Islamic Relations in
Washington, and a hate crime survivor
from the University ofWashington.
Students attempt to challenge personal biases.
ELISE WANG . THE SPECTATOR
Watanabe spoke about Japanese
internment during World War II, or
as many are beginning to refer to it,
“Japanese incarceration.”
“Internment refers to legally
permissible detention of enemy
aliens in a time of war,” he said.
“Those that were detained were
American citizens.”
Watanabe spoke about the
gradual escalation to incarceration
during World War II, drawing
connections to modern-day attitudes
toward Muslims.
“Now’s the time for all of us to be
silent no more,” he said. “Many of us
were silent, back in 1942, when they
came for my grandparents and family.
But I hope, in the people of 2017, that
we will not repeat the same tragic
mistake we did in 1942.”
Bukhari spoke about bystander
prevention, as well as how to make
a difference as an individual in this
presidency. He emphasized that
individual citizens have a great
amount of power to create change.
“You have the power to educate
millions of people and to change the
minds of hundreds of thousands of
people,” Bukhari said. “You all have a
cell phone, right? So, I know all of us,
when we hear something cool, when
we learn about something, we post on
Facebook for our friends, our ‘bubble’
to hear about, right? So the easy way
to educate millions of people, is to
simply write the same thing, but email
it to letters@seattletimes.com.”
When the hate crime survivor
spoke, she provided evidence to the
fact that Islamophobia is real, even in
Seattle and on university campuses.
“It was after five o’clock and I was
leaving my classroom, and I was
walking down the staircase,” she said.
“I was struck by a man with a glass
bottle. He hit me right on the face,
on the right side. Didn’t say nothing,
didn’t do anything, he just hit me,
started laughing and walked away.”
This student was at a loss for why
someone would attack her.
“Was it because I’m a Muslim? Was
it because I was wearing a hijab?” she
said through tears. “I told [the police]
FEBRUARY 8. 2017
that I didn’t really know what his
reason was for attacking me like that.
And that’s not right. No one should
ever have to be treated like this.”
As for how to prevent hate crimes
in the future, this survivor called for
educationand activism.
“We need everyone to start
spreading awareness, and we need
government officials to start speaking
up,” she said. “Without their power, it’s
not gonna get any better.”
Ibrahim echoed these calls to action.
“Be aware,” she said. “Be aware
that people are going through some
very real experiences and fears. The
survivor that spoke, that happened
to her a week and a half after the
election, on a college campus, where
no one spoke out against it. Things
are happening, and you can’t just
ignore it.”
Ibrahim concluded, “This is no time
for complacency.”
Josh may be reached at
jmerchant@su-spectator.com
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I 3/21-4/20 XJO 6/22-7/22 9/23-10/22 * 12/22-1/20
Keep your strength up for impending Beanies are the perfect fall look - Add extra sour cream and butter to
sure To spend all that extra meal
finals... eat 10 dinner rolls.
anc | better for hiding unwashed hair. your mashed potatoes recipe. money before the quarter ends.
SNOW DAY
ETC...
6 HOURS
LATER
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10 THINGS TO DO IN THE
REMAINING SNOW
Make a snowman
©Put it in your freezer forspring
©Make a slushie
Slip on the way to class
©Go sledding on C-Streettrays
©Draw Fr. Sundborg's like-ness in the snow
o Build a snow fort
O Make a snow-hawk
e Avoid it
OHave a snowball fightwith your mom
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STATE OF THE UNION: SGSU MOVES FORWARD AFTER A
STRING OF RESIGNATIONS HIGHLIGHT PERSISTENT PROBLEMS
CARLOS RODRIGUEZ
FEATURES
VIC VONG
RASHEEDA MCCLAIN
MCKENZI BRAVO
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STATE OF THE UNION
Tess Riski
News Editor
Following a series of resignations,
Student Government of Seattle
University (SGSU) is in a state of
flux. After four representatives
have departed from their positions,
current members of the governing
body are working to evolve and
propel the organization forward,
while also identifying ways to
improve the critical relationship
between student government
and university administration.
On Monday, Jan. 30, Carlos
Rodriguez resigned from his role as
President of SGSU. Rodriguez cited
health and emotional concerns such
as worryand increasedanxiety due to
his statusas an undocumented student
livingundertheTrumpadministration.
“I’m definitely going to be out
there protesting,” Rodriguez said
prior to his official resignation in
an interview with the Spectator. “At
the same time, I think I just need
to be with communities that I can
identify with a lot more. Then I
can just get a hold of my health.”
Rodriguezs move drew attention
from many news outlets around
“TURNS OUT, WHEN YOU WANT TO TALK ABOUT
RADICAL THINGS ON ACAMPUS, BEING IN A
BUREAUCRATIC SETTING IS NOT VERY CONDUCIVE
TOTHAT PROCESS.” - MCKENZI BRAVO
Seattle, as the resignation of the
respected leader shined a light
on the very real emotional fears
manifesting into health concerns for
undocumented immigrants today.
While Rodriguezs departure from
student government has left a hole in
Seattle Us governing politic ofstudent
voices, he isn’t the only elected official
to leave the organization. In the last
several weeks, three other members
stepped downfromtheirrole in SGSU.
Multicultural Representative
Vic Vong, At-Large Representative
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McKenzi Bravo and Non-Traditional
Student Representative Rasheeda
McClain also resigned from office.
Junior humanities for leadership
major McKenzi Bravo said she was
generally fejsling overworked in
trying to balance her role as the
at-large representative with other
organizations in which she’s involved,
such as LA CASA (Latin American
and Caribbean Awareness Student
Alliance) and the Matteo RicciCollege
Task Force. She would rather allow a
student with more energy and time to
embrace the position of at-large rep.
But a heavy workload wasn’t the
only factor driving her resignation.
Bravo said she joined SGSU with
the hope that she could use her
position as a vehicle to continue with
grassroots movements in which she’d
been involved in the past, such as
the MRC Coalition. She wanted to
use her leadership role as a platform
to center campus conversations on
racism, transphobia and sexism,
among other issues she deems central
to this community.
“Turns out, when you want to talk
aboutradical things on acampus,being
in a bureaucratic setting is not very
conducive to that process,” Bravosaid.
She also spoke of a strained
relationship between student
government and university
administration, citing what
she describes as “respectability
politics” SGSU members are
expected to uphold when in
conversation with administrators.
Because of the way SGSU is
enmeshed in respectability politics
Bravo said, “It’s really hard for
anyone at SGSU to be direct and
genuine with administrators about
how they’re being treated and
how students are being treated.”
Bravo said that oftentimes,
administrators would not consult
SGSU members before making
major decisions. This was illustrated
in October when university officials
amended the demonstration clause of
theSeattleUniversityCodeofConduct.
The clause stated that protest
organizers must meet with a
member of the Student Activities
Office to plan facilities reservations
and coordinate with Public Safety
prior to the demonstration,
“I’M GOING TO TRY MY BEST TO CONTINUE
[CARLOS’] LEGACY AND FIGHT FOR JUSTICE
FOR STUDENTS LIKE HE DID.”- KATE HANNICK
which cannot “actively disrupt
scheduled class meetings, teaching,
administration, or disciplinary
procedures and/or other university
functions or authorized activities.”
The clause change was controversial,
as it put strict limits on protest
organizers and, as many students
expressed, appeared to be a direct
response to the MRC sit-in last spring.
According toBravo, SGSU members
were notified the night before that a
meeting would be held the following
day to allow SGSU representatives
and students to discuss Code of
Conduct changes with administrators.
Bravo said the notification was
so last-minute that if it hadn’t been
for the help of then-Multicultural
Representative Vic Vong, who took
the initiative to immediately create a
Facebook event in order to generate
student attendance of this meeting,
barely anyone would have shown up.
It is instances like these, Bravo
said, in which SGSU representatives
are left in the dark on major
university changes—that highlight
the frayed communication
between student government
and university administration.
“It’s always stressful when you’re
speakingthetruthtopower,”saidformer
Multicultural Representative and
sophomore sociology major Vic Vong.
She said that change in SGSU
is slow-coming, and that there
is a lack of urgency when it
comes to making changes.
“We’re being complicit,” she said.
Vong added that in her role
as multicultural representative,
she was met with resistance
when trying to ignite change.
Vong said the multicultural
representative used to have access
to the entire student listserv. After
this listserv was used to send out
school-wide emails publicizing events
transpiring in MRC last spring, the
administration “cracked down” and
made it so that only president and
executive vice president had access.
She added that past multicultural
reps had advocated and served as
allies for various movements on
campus, but others in the community
didn’t see that as a proper use of
their role in student government.
“I think it’s a Seattle U thing to
believe that you’re doing justice,
or not even doing justice, that
you’re being social justice-y, by not
being racist explicitly/’ Vong said.
Both Vong and Bravo are women
of color and often advocate for
marginalized voices inthe community.
Stepping down from their roles has
created a worry of taking away the
“seat at the table” of the communities
for whom they represent.
Bravo said it’sscaryfor hertoconsider
that if she or other marginalized
individuals aren’t “at the table” during
pertinent campus conversations
between students and administration,
questions imperative to those
communities might not be raised.
She had to weigh this heavily when
considering whether or not to resign.
“It’s hard to reconcile, ‘This isn’t a
good spot for me. I’m very exhausted.
Someone else could be doing this
work,’ and also be like, ‘But what ifthey
don’t bring up the same points? What
if they don’t consider the rest of us?
What if they don’t ask the questions
that need to be asked?”’ Bravo said.
Vong echoed a similar sentiment
when deciding if resigning was the
right decision to make. She said
many of the students elected during
the fall cycle are people of color.
“If I leave now, am I abandoning
them?” Vong said. “Because here
they are, they’re excited about
doing work, they care and have
this idea of student government as
a potential vessel for change. And
what does it say to them, how am I
leaving them behind if I quit now?”
The resignations have created
new vacancies in the organization.
The positions of multicultural
representative, at-large representative
and non-traditional representative
will be filled per the bylaws and
constitution of SGSU, which state
that since this is the middle of the
school year, the internal governing
body will appoint—not elect—
new students to take on the roles.
One position that is automatically
filled, though, is that of president.
Executive Vice President Kate
Hannick will step into that role.
Hannick, a sophomore public
affairs and economics double major
with a Chinese minor, said she is
ready to continue the fight Rodriguez
started. She said Rodriguez has
contributed so much to the campus
in a profound way, and that his
impact has both breadth and depth.
“Carlos was the president that
was elected, that the student body
chose,” Hannick said. “And so I’m just
sort of stepping into that role after
he has left and I’m going to try my
best to continue his legacy and fight
for justice for students like he did.”
Hannick said that in working so
closely with Carlos throughout the
year, she saw him
infuse so much
passion and energy into creating
resources for undocumentedstudents.
It’scleartoher that Seattle Ujust doesn’t
have the infrastructure set up to best
serve the undocumented community,
and plans to continue working toward
implementing resources and care for
undocumented students in her role
“DISRUPTION IS NEVER EASY, AND
CERTAINLY THE PRESIDENT’S RESIGNATION
IS A DISRUPTION,” - MICHELE MURRAY
as president of student government.
The SGSU president is the only
student who sits in on the meetings
with the Board of Trustees, the
administrative body made up
of emeritus faculty, Jesuits and
other notable members of the
community. The Board of Trustees
makes virtually every financial
decision for the university.
As president, Rodriguez sat in
on Board of Trustee meetings. He
said that during his presidency,
change was slow-coming on the
part of administrators and at times
it took the shedding of tears for
them to take action on an issue.
“Usually, iflstartedcrying,something
changed after that,” Rodriguez said.
Hannick referred to
SGSU as the bridge between
students and administration.
She said that in consideration of
that model, administration often
times comes to SGSU after they
have already made a decision,
and will then ask SGSU to inform
the student body of the change.
Hannick said that leaders
in SGSU have pushed for the
cycle to be flipped so that
leadership is proactively
seeking student voices for input in
crafting new policies rather than
administration making decisions for
which SGSU has to respond reactively.
“So I think that has been a big
focus of SGSU, is to flip that decision-
making process to where there’s more
student-voice involved,” Hannicksaid.
Vice President of University Affairs
of SGSU Braden Wild spoke about the
relationship between administration
and student government. Wild said he
is hesitant to say that administration
isn’t proactive in responding
to SGSU’s recommendations.
“But I think it’s fair to say that
this university is not a shared-
governance university,” he said.
“We’re not [the University of
Washington] where students have
MICHAEL LEE • THE SPECTATOR
Sophomore Katie Hannick, former Executive Vice President, has stepped into the
role ofPresident ofSGSU.
set regulated power in making
decisions at the university level.”
He added that it’s not as if, suddenly,
student government needs a bigger
seat at the table in conversation with
the Board of Trustees and other
university officials, but he does think
that communication between the
two bodies could be improved in
order to generate more student input.
“Do I think we need more student
voices? Yes. Whether I think that’s
a seat at the table [with the Board
of Trustees], whether I think that’s
increased participation, I don’t
exactly know. It’s possible,” Wild said.
The fourresignationshavebrought to
light some persistent issues within the
body politic. Itcan be said thatStudent
Government of Seattle University is
at a crucial turning point to inspect
the governing body internally.
In the meantime, SGSU
members plan to propel the
organization forward and continue
the fight for undocumented
students that Rodriguez ignited.
“Disruption is never easy, and
certainly the president’s resignation
FEBRUARY 8, 2017
is a disruption,” said Vice President
for Student Development Michele
Murray. “And I think were very lucky
to have a talented executive group in
student government... I have every
faith that student gov will continue,
and will continue well, under
the leadership of Kate Hannick.”
Tess can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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DESIGNING A NEW KIND OF RESISTANCE
Carlos Cervantes
Staff Writer
Among the many art galleries at
Pioneer Square, one stood out from
the rest last Thursday with a crowd
that not only filled the venue but even
spilled out onto the sidewalk.
The gallery was Civilization, a new
face in the scene specializing in digital
design, and the event introduced
its very first exhibit: “The Design of
Dissent.” Described by Civilization
as a display of “prominent graphic
works of social and political protest
and critique”, The Design of Dissent
features over 50 artworks that tackle a
wide range ofsocial issues.
“This is an exhibit that’s very timely
and relevant with the current political
environment,” said Angela Engbrecht,
one of the guests at the event. “Were
in a situation where people are seeing
dissent as divisive, but it can also be
patriotic and I think that is what this
display is trying to communicate.”
The exhibit consists of works from
the 1960s to the present, which not
only provided a frame with which to
compare the challenges of different
eras, but also see the underlying
connection shared by all of these
political works. Each section of the
Design of Dissent represented a
different 20-year chapter in history,
serving as a window for the thoughts
and concerns of people living in
those years.
The first segment, encompassing
to the ’60s and ’70s, includes works
expressing anti-war sentiments
towards the Vietnam and Korean
War, in addition the poignant Black
Panther newspaper cover with the
words “Capitalism Plus Racism Breeds
Fascism.” For the ’80s and ’90s portion
of the exhibit, there are works tackling
issues like the AIDS crisis during
the Reagan administration as well as
gender inequality in art and media.
The final portion is dedicated to the
early 2000s and the present, beginning
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with works on human trafficking and
the war in the Middle East and ending
with the 2016 presidential election.
Some of the material in this section
was relevant to very recent events such
as the Dakota Access Pipeline, the
#shoutyourabortion campaign and
criticism of labels like “nasty woman”
and “bad hombres” which emerged
during last year’s campaign.
“The day after the election we were
pretty heartbroken,” said Michael
Ellsworth, co-founder of Civilization.
“It’s the least we can do in these times.”
Ellsworth explained that the
“Design of Dissent” is a revival of an
exhibit made by Milton Glaser, the
famous graphic designer behind the
“I Heart New York” logo. Glaser’s
original exhibit was displayed in 2005
at The School of Visual Arts in New
York in opposition to George H.W.
Bush’s second term as president.
Civilization’s adaptation in 2017 uses
60 percent of the works collected
by Glaser, supplemented by timely
new artworks, some of which were
collected as recently as a week before
the opening ofthe exhibit.
“I think graphic design can be a
catalyst for change,” Ellsworth said.
“Things like the peace sign or the
power fist are symbols that go past
language and creating symbols is what
graphic design is.”
Though primarily made up of large
and visually striking posters and
prints, there was also a significant
part of the exhibit made up of works
in other mediums. These collections
included everything from books and
magazines to buttons and stamps
to wearables like t-shirts and other
articles of clothing. The variety of
objects expressing these messages
of protest gave the exhibit a mixed-
media aesthetic that communicated
the many outlets design work can be
applied to.
“It’s inspiring,” said David Reeves,
another visitor at the gallery. “Right
now there’s a big need for dissent and
protest. I hope people take inspiration of dissent in the present,
from this and also come up with their “The Design of Dissent” Exhibit is
own language for expressing their free to attend and will be on display
reality in today’s society.” until April 6. It is hosted atCivilization,
With the relevance of resistance located on 532 1st Ave S and is easily
movements that are presently in accessible via streetcar. For more
motion, particularly here in the city information on Civilization’s hours
of Seattle, the Design ofDissent could and availability, visit www.facebook.
not be better timed. It presents guests com/builtbycivilization/
not only with the opportunity to learn
about movements of the past, but also Author may be reached at
seriously meditate on the importance ccervantes@su-spectator.com
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Statement art from the 1980s.
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As the film opens, the voice of Samuel
L. Jackson is rich and deep—almost
booming. His capacity for intensity
arguably made him perfect choice to
narrate this documentary. Typewriter
clicks accompanied words on the
screen, words from a letter written by
James Baldwin to his literary agent.
In the correspondence, he
described the book he was writing,
which would be titled “Remember
This House”. After his death in 1987,
Baldwin’s book remained unfinished.
Director of “I Am Not Your Negro”,
Raoul Peck, reimagined Baldwins
work, integrating the manuscript
with photographs and videos of not
only Baldwin, but his friends Martin
Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, Medgar
Evers and others.
The film does not follow a
chronological structure, nor does it
develop a “linear” thesis. Instead, it
is is organized into many separate
chapters, with titles such as “Hero”
and “Witness.” Baldwins manuscript
opens each chapter and is quickly
woven in and out of cinematic
breaks.
The film acknowledgesthat Baldwin’s
words are irresistibly applicable to the
modern racial climate, seizing the
opportunity to diverge from Civil
Rights Era footage. The faces of Tamir
Rice, Trayvon Martin and others
flashed on the screen toward the end
ofthe movie.
“I Am Not Your Negro” contains
some lump-in-your-throat scenes
that are deeply graphic. Many of
these images are of police beatings,
lynchings and shootings. In addition
to including real-life film footage,
the documentary inserts scenes from
movies and television shows, many of
which are equally shocking.
By including a small portfolio of
American film, an underlying theme
ofthemovie reveals itself—criticism of
the media. Much ofthe documentary
is strung together by this continued
analysis of the portrayal ofrace in the
media, especially lingering on Sidney
CRITICS CORNER: “I AM NOT YOUR NEGRO”
Haley Witt
StaffWriter
Poitiers career.
Because the movie is a combination
of Baldwins words and Peck’s visual
storytelling, it can become difficult
to separate Baldwin’s message
from Peck’s. It is most certainly an
interpretive version ofthe manuscript,
with many themes carefully inserted
or emphasized in the creation of
the documentary. What Peck does
exceptionally well, however, is avoid
timeworn visuals. The most popular
film footage and photographs used
in the creation of Civil Rights Era
documentaries seem to be almost
entirely absent from the film.
Towardthe end ofthe movie, several
clips are shown from James Baldwin’s
appearance on the Dick Cavett Show.
“I don’t know what most white
people in this country feel. I can only
conclude what they feel from the
state of their institutions,” Baldwin
said during the interview, providing
examples of black exclusion from
white institutions. “I don’t know
whether the labor unions and their
bosses really hate me; that doesn’t
matter, but I know I’m not in
their unions.”
The juxtaposition of 1960s
Birmingham with recent images of
Ferguson is an emotional element.
The struggle for liberation defined by
Baldwin’s words can be substantiated
with footage of today’s world, a world
that could be seen as a modern echo
of history’s past. The film includes a
montage of apologetic sentiment from
symbols of white power, playing the
words “I’msorry” iteratedfromvarious
white political leaders including most
recent presidential candidates Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump.
In one particular speech in the
film, James Baldwin recounts a time
when Robert Kennedy had told
him that it was “conceivable in forty
years in America we might have a
negro president.”
Baldwin responds to this sentiment
by saying, “We’ve been here for four-
hundredyears and now he tells us that
maybe in forty years, if you’re good,
we may let you become president.”
This scene is followed by clips of
Michelle and Barack Obama, the
very first black couple to reside in the
White House, some decades after this
speech.
The chilling connections between
past and present follow the lead of
other recent documentary releases
like “13th,” adding this film to the list
ofmust-sees for continued dialogue of
social change.
The film closes with a clip of
Baldwin, demandingreflection on the
Fedruary 8. 2017
f
presents
racial slur used by white folks against
black folks, referring to that word as
an entity.
“You invented him,” said Baldwin,
“you the white people invented him,
and you’ve gotta find out why.”
Authormay be reached at
hwitt@su-spectator.com
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HIDAKA TAIKO CLUB, FIRST OF ITS KIND
Nick Turner
News & Managing Editor
Thanks to an enterprising group of
foreign exchange students, this year
Seattle University has its first Taiko
Club.
The idea came from Yukiyo
Mitsuishi, a sophomore political
science major. Her friends call her
Yuki, and she pushed for the new
club from her very first day at Seattle
U. With help from Dale Watanabe,
assistant director of the International
Student Center (ISC), who gave her
support and advice, and from Tyrone
Nakawatase, the leader of a local
Taiko group in Seattle, who lent her
the gear she needed, Yuki was able
to rally students, friends and peers to
make it happen. (Interesting side note:
Watanabe and Nakawatase founded
the ISC together back in 2001.)
Now the group has more than 20
members who practice four times
a week for a total of 10 hours. Its
official name is “SU Hidaka Taiko.”
Hidaka, in Japanese, means Red
Hawk. The adventurous group, which
is only a few months old, has already
performed three times—at an on-
campus
celebration of the Lunar New
Year, the involvement fair and the
International Dinner.
“Taiko is the first Japanese cultural
thing I’ve learned,” said sophomore
Chie Ikoma, a member of the club.
In Japanese the term “taiko”
refers a broad range of percussion
instruments. “Wadaiko” more
specifically refers tothe kindsofdrums
that Mitsuishi, Ikoma and Naoi use
in their performances. They bought
their own “bachi,” or drumsticks, but
elected to borrow the drums.
“I totally wasn’t interested in Taiko
at first,” said junior Kurumi Naoi.
Naoi changed her mind when she
went with Mitsuishi to a practice
session with Nakawatase, the
aforementioned leaderof a local Taiko
group called Inochi Seattle. “The
sound was strong, and moving.”
Mistuishi, Ikoma and Naoi, are now
three of the clubs’ most prominent
members. Ikoma is a sophomore
16
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studying management and Naoi is a
junior English major. All three ofthem
are part of an exchange program with
Sophia University, Seattle U’s sister
school in Tokyo, Japan. Apparently
they didn’t become friends until they
came to Seattle. Actually, they had
never spoken to each other.
“We met at orientation,” Naoi said
with a laugh.
Only a handful of students come
from Sophia University every year—
five or six, at most—so it wasn’t long
before they got to know each other.
And when Mitsuishi started the Taiko
club, the others weren’t very interested.
But theircuriositygrew as they helped
her organize the club, buy and rent
the gear she needed and advertise"
the practice schedule. But it still took
a gentle nudge from Mitsuishi to get
NICK TURNER • THE SPECTATOR
Hidaka Taiko Club gave a brave performance at this year’s International Dinner.
them to try it out.
“I forced them to come with me
practice,” Mitsuishi said.
All three had trouble thinking of the
most memorable moment from their
time Hidaka Taiko. They all said their
favorite memory couldn’t be reduced
to a specific time or date. Apparently
they loved all of it. Each week, for
hours, they played the drums until
their hands blistered, then after
practice the whole club would hang
out to chat or get food together.
Mitsuishi, Ikoma and Naoi nodded
and hummed as if to agree that this
was one oftheir favorite parts of being
in the club.
“I like when we gather after practice,”
Naoi said.
“Because of it, it feels like a family,”
Mitsuishi added. “We see each other
almost every day.”
Naoi explained how she used to play
on the volleyball team here at Seattle
U, but no one gathered after practice
like the Taiko club did.
“Maybe it’s a Japanese thing,” she
said. The three ofthem laughed.
Hidaka Taiko Club’s next performance
will be on Feb. 19 from 1 to 4 p.m. in
the Pigott Auditorium for the Day of
Remembrance Taiko Fundraiser for
Minidoka Pilgrimage 2017. The event
will feature speakers and other local
Taiko groups.Tickets can bepurchased
online at https://www.eventbrite.
com/e/day-of-remembrance-taiko-
fundraiser-for-minidoka-pilgrimage-
2017-tickets-30341160227.
Authormay be reached at
nturner@su-spectator.com
HOLE-IN-A-WALL MANU’S TACOS AMONG SEATTLE’S BEST
Tess Owen
Staff Writer
Seattle is a city always craving new
taco spots. Compared to other cities,
it’s lacking a variety of yummy taco
joints. Any Seattleite who enjoys a
good taco (everyone) knows that any
time another taco spot opens it needs
to be compared to the few existing
authentic taco places that call Seattle
home. Tucked in a side street in
Pioneer Square is a place called the
Flatstick Pub, andbeside that is a tiny
hole in the wall—literally—that sells
some ofthe best tacos in Seattle.
It was a struggle to find the tiny
spot in Pioneer Square, especially in
the pouring rain that kept my friend
and I hurrying toward the warmth of
a fresh taco (or five). We finally found
the little taco haven called Manus
Tacos, just a large window in the side
of a brick building. With the shelter
from the rain, I finally had time to
assess the menu —a laminated list of
six taco choices taped to the window
beside us.
The tacos are $3 each and offer
a limited variety of vegetarian
and meat fillihgs. There was also a
quesadilla special that day. I chose
to order the top three on the list:
pork carnitas, chicken tinga and
braised beef brisket. I also ordered a
hot horchata because I’d never tried
heated horchata before.
I have to add that the customer
service was amazing. Manu Alfau
introduced himself immediately and
was really kind and helpful with his
taco advice. He told me that the three
tacos I chose were the most popular
on the menu.
After receiving our tacos, we ran
into the dilemma that there was
nowhere to sit near the taco window
and it was pouring rain. Manu told
us that we could go down to the
Flatstick Pub to stay warm and dry.
We headed down to the pub, tacos in
hand, and spotted a long table to sit
at. It felt a little awkward to just eat
our tacos, but Manus Tacos also sells
tacos at the bar ofFlatstick Pub, so it
was okay.
As a person born and raised in
Washington State, I have to divulge
that my tacorating scale ranges from
worse-than-Tacos-Chukis to better-
than-Tacos-Chukis. I soon realized,
however, that was not how I would
be able to do this taco joint justice.
To put it simply, these tacos were
amazing. It was a new breed of taco
that I hadn’t experienced before.
These tacos were exceptional in
their flavors, ratios and price. $3, the
tacos are very stacked with meat and
some veggies (depending on which
taco you order). I was particularly
impressed with the meat. The meat
held a lot of flavor and was cooked
to perfection, leading to a hearty and
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Three different types of tacos at Manu Alfau’s Pioneer Square Taco Stand.
satisfying meal. My favorites were the
braised beef and the chicken tinga,
which were phenomenal examples
for how a taco stand should perfect
its meat.
Although the tacos weren’t as
saucy or spicy as other taco joints
make them, it’s all for the better.
This allows the true flavors of these
tacos to stand out, instead of being
unnecessarily gussied up, the subtle
flavors are able to hold their own.
Alfau clearly knew what he was
doing when he created these recipes.
My one complaint is about the
tortillas. I am a strong believer that
a little homemade tortilla goes a
long way, and these tortillas were
very ‘meh.’ The tortillas
weren’t as
amazing as the taco filling, and to
make it one delicious taco bomb,
the filling and tortilla need to
everything food
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be cohesive,
I also highly recommend the hot
horchata. It was very flavorful and it
is great for keeping you warm during
a rainy Seattle taco outing.
According to the Seattle Met,
the Manus Tacos window is open
weekdays from 11-3 p.m. and the
counter in the Flatstick Pub remains
open from 3-10 p.m.
Tess may be reached at
towen@su-spectator.com
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REVIEW OF “WHILE GLACIERS SLEPT,” A STORY OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Shelby Barnes
A&E Editor
On Thursday, Feb. 2, Seattle’s town
hall held a program that changed
the direction of climate change, and
the voice that carries it. M Jackson,
scientist and National Geographic
Expert, shared her novel “While
Glaciers Slept: Being Human In A
Time of Climate Change” to the
Seattle public, translating the language
of science into a common feeling
understood by all.
Jackson starts the novel by reflecting
on a memory in her past. Taking place
in the office of her parents, Jackson
recounts to the audience how in this
moment, she was cleaning up the life
her mom and dad had once lived. As
her story progresses, Jackson reveals
that her parents had died of terminal
cancer, leaving nothing but an empty
home and possessions for their
daughters to sort through.
Though this may seem like an
odd start to take with a story about
climate change, this, in actuality, is
where the brilliance of Jackson can be
found. Similar to Jacksons family life
changing, this can be related to the
changing climate of the earth. Two
very different stories made up by the
same plot line. Jackson consistently
THIS WEEK IN ART...
WEDIESIAY THURSDAY MAY SATURDAY
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throughout her work relates and
refers to her personal life, connecting
it to crisis that our climate is
currently experiencing.
To break down the essence of what
her book means, and its purpose,
Jackson on Thursday focused on the
topic of glaciers, sharing both her
passion and deep connection that
she has for them. Jackson had spent
many years studying glaciers, and she
explained how just like us, they to
have stories. By simply making this
distinction, Jackson was attempting to
break the barrier that we holdbetween
ourselves and the environment
surrounding us.
By humanizing the glaciers, Jackson
brings this natural phenomenon to a
more personal level.
Found in both her book and lecture,
the main motive Jackson has is getting
the audience to care. To push them to
understand that the topic of climate
change, the topic environmental
issues holds in society, is as important
and concerning as our own lives are
to us, we may begin to prioritize and
consider the severitythe health danger
that our world is experiencing.
In Jackson’sfinal attempts to connect
with those listening and reading, she
ends with the mind bending thought
that glaciers have gender. This wasn’t
a mistake or poor play of words, but
exactly what she meant. Jackson
explained how when visiting one of
the sites that she was conducting a
study at, the story of how glaciers
have genders was shared with her.
What purpose the story she presented
may have provided was once again,
not viewing climate change as such
an unattainable idea. By believing
these glaciers to have gender and
stories, Jackson created a reality that
worked with the intention to generate
compassion from us, to understand
that the ‘pain’ these glaciers were
experiencing was something we could
relate to.
If your looking for good read with
little thought and simplistic ideas, I
suggest you keep looking. If though,
you would like to challenge what
you thought you understood about
climate change, and instead, be
introduced into a mindset that could
alter how you view the world, While
Glaciers Slept: Being Human In A
Time of Climate Change is a read that
will pleasantly challenge. I hope for
you to go beyond what you know, I
hope for you to break the barrier that
stands between a escalating crisis that
effects our present and future. Jackson
writes not to disappoint, but enlighten
a neglected mindset.
Shelby may be reached at
sbarnes@su-spectator.com
VIA AMAZON
REDHAWKS CLOSE OUT HOMECOMING WEEK WITH A WIN
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
The bleachers were more full and the
fans were louder than usual at the
Seattle University men’s basketball
game on Saturday night. Throughout
the game you heard, “Lets go
Redhawks,” followed by a series of six
claps, and again, “Let’s go Redhawks.”
On Saturday, Feb. 4, Seattle U’s
mens basketball team played against
Western Athletic Conference (WAC)
rival Utah Valley and took the
win, 63-50.
Not only were the bleachers at
KeyArena bleeding red; the Space
Needle was also lit red in celebration
of Seattle University’s 2017
Homecoming Week and the school’s
125th Anniversary.
“When we have our students and
our alumni and the building is buzzing
and we have great energy, our guys
definitely play better,” said Redhawks
head coach Cameron Dollar. “And so
that’s why I definitely give our game
ball to the SU community led by
JESSICA DOMINGO • THE SPECTATOR
SU's 2017 HomecomingRoyals: Cecelia Estela (left) and Carlos Rodriguez (right)
recieving their $500.00 checksfrom SUfaculty.
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our students homecoming, alumni,
friends and family.”
Freshman guard Matej Kavas also
noticed the number of fans that came
out to support theRedhawks. Thankful
for those in attendance, Kavas and the
team gave it their all and performed
at their best.
The Redhawks were able to maintain
a steady lead throughout the game.
Kavas contributed 18 points while
senior forward William Powell scored
13 points. Senior Brendan Westendorf
scored 11 points. These players
helped the Redhawks secure the
win. The Redhawks are now at a 3-4
in WAC standings.
At the end of first quarter, Seattle
U was up 14 points, however, the
Wolverines came back with more
energy at the start ofthe second half.
During the third quarter, the
Wolverines had a stronger offense
and they began to catch up, so much
that with 15 minutes and 55 seconds
remaining inthe game, the Wolverines
were behind only five points. Moments
later, Matej scored a 3-pointer,
JESSICA DOMINGO • THE SPECTATOR
Freshman guard, Morgan Means (No. 1), avoids Utah Valley defense with a re-
verse lay-up.
extending the margin between the two
teams, 38-30. Westendorf and senior
Emmanuel Chibuowgu followed suit.
A key point in the second half was
when Dollar put freshman guard
Morgan Means and freshmanforward
Scott Ulaneo in the game. The two
played steady, basic plays, which
allowed the Redhawks to come back
to the prominent goal: to score field-
goalsand win the game.
Putting the team’s freshmen in the
game also allowed the key players to
rest. A technique that helped the team
beat Utah Valley. As the key players
came back with renewed energy, the
Redhawks began to gain their lead
over ten points.
The ending of the game also marked
the end of the senior players’ games
at KeyArena. Guards Westendorf
and Manroop Clair, 23, and forwards
Chibuowgu and William Powell, 21
are in their final season, had played
their last game at KeyArena.
“It seems like yesterday I just got
here. It’s been a great journey. I’m
happy with the team,” Powell said.
A bittersweet end at KeyArena,
Dollar mentioned that now that
the games will be at the Connolly
Complex, it will be more accessible
for Seattle U students to support
by attending games.
Saturday’s game and the dance
that followed shortly after the
game at the main floor of the
arena ended Seattle University’s
2017 Homeworking Week.
The Redhawks play Chicago State
next on Thursday, Feb. 9 in Chicago
at 5 p.m. followed by a game against
UMKC two days after, on Feb. 11.
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
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WOMEN’S BASKETBALL STAY HOT, BEAT UTAH VALLEY
Yesenia Varela
Staff Writer
On Thursday, Feb. 9 Seattle University
women’s basketball team got the
win against Utah Valley at Lockhart
Arena, 69-51, further advancing their
position in the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) standings, 6-1
All eyes in the arena were on
senior wing Alexis Montgomery, as
she contributed to the team’s overall
win with 16 points, 10 rebounds and
6 assists. Senior wing Kaylee Best
scored 15 points, five assists and four
boards. Senior guard Claire Metoyer
also played strongly, advancing
the Redhawks with eight points
and seven rebounds.
In the first quarter, the student-
athletes covered a lot with various
techniques that the team has been
practicing throughout the season.
Montgomery scored a 3-pointer,
junior guard Delanie Parry had two
SEATTLE HIGH SCHOOL STARS, PRESENT AND FUTURE, UNITE
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
Seattle has never been short on young
basketball prospects, but Nathan
Hale High School senior Michael
Porter Jr. might be the best the city
has ever seen.
Porter Jr. is currently ranked as the
top high school player in the nation.
The 6’9” forward transferred this past
year to Nathan Hale in order to play
for their new coach Brandon Roy, a
former NBA player and Seattle legend
in his own right. Together, those two
have turned Nathan Hale from a
3-18 mess, to the No. 8 high school
team in the country.
The move made sense for Porter
Jr., who has already committed to
the University of Washington to play
for coach Lorenzo Romar, who is his
godfather. His father Michael Porter
Sr. isalso an assistantcoach; the family
moved to Seattle when Porter Sr. took
the job, essentially setting up Porter Jr.
for the move to UW.
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free throws, marking her first free
throws of the season, and Best scored
a 3-pointer at the buzzer that ended
the first quarter.
During the second quarter of the
game, Best and the Redhawks worked
to score a total of 22 points, giving
Seattle U a 34-22 lead.
“Our scout team did a great job
preparing us all week,” said Coach
Suzy Barcomb. “Our execution in the
first half was pretty spot-on. When
they cut thelead [in thesecond half],we
did a great job of answering the bell.”
Utah Valley was catching up in the
final seconds of the third quarter,
41-27. Best managed to score a
3-pointer, but Utah Valley returned
with a 3-pointer as well, ending
the quarter 44-40.
Seattle U’s offense picked up in
the fourth quarter and ultimately
propelled them to victory.
Montgomery had her fourth double-
double in five games. She helped
Porter Jr. has all the looks ofa star in
the making with tons of potential. He
already has the frame of an NBA player
and he is just 18. He has been named
a McDonald’s All-American player,
one of the top honors for high school
basketball players. He also possesses
skills that translate well to the next
level. He has a great shot for someone
of his height, which is important
in today’s professional basketball
climate. He has also been learning
to use his height to his advantage,
taking the ball into the paint more
often. He has the ability to score from
anywhere on the floor.
He is dominating at the high school
level, averaging 35 points and 15
rebounds per game. His latest showing
against crosstown rival Garfield High
School saw him score 34 points and
grab 14 rebounds in a win. But this
was one of the most important games
of the season for Nathan Hale. They
won 69-65, representing their closest
game of the year, giving them some
needed competition. It was also the
them win along with the bench and
defense. The bench outscored UVU’s
17-0, while the Redhawks defense
held the team to 27 percent shooting
fromthe floor.
The Redhawks win tonight
against the Wolverines proved a
major comeback as last season the
Redhawks lost both games played
against Utah Valley.
In 2016, at their first game against
JON LOPEZ • GETTY IMAGES
Michael Porter Jr. drives the lanefor a layup.
first timethat Roy, aGarfield graduate,
returned to his former gym since he
was a star there. Garfield had a shot at
ruining Nathan Hale’s perfect season,
but could not pull it out at the end.
“I mean, it’s been my goal to be the
best player in the country,” Porter
said. “So on stages like this and the
McDonald’sAll-Americangame, those
are the stages I’ve gotta come out and
each other on Jan. 28, Utah Valley
won by 17 points at the Connolly
Center, 61-44, and won again on
Feb. 27, this time by 31 points, 79-48,
in Orem, Utah.
Their next game is Thursday, Feb. 9,
at 7 p.m., against Chicago State at the
Connolly Complex.
Yesenia may be reached at
yvarela@su-spectator.com
really prove something.”
“Lately I’ve been having stuff to
prove, so every game I want to make
a statement. This was another big
statement, another big moment
and I just wanted to go out and
do my thing.”
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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Les Tobias
Staff Writer
Even for a team which had conquered
nearly every challenge and won every
title in the NFL, it had never been
done. On the last NFL Sunday of the
season, this final climax had every
twistand turn one could imagine, and
culminated in the most fairytale-like
ending as the New England Patriots
beat the Atlanta Falcons in Super
Bowl LI 34-28 in an overtime thriller.
Rarely has the legacy of the
seemingly ageless quarterback Tom
Brady been on such full display,
as he and coach Bill Belichick’s
brilliance willed their team past a
25-point deficit in the 3rd quarter to
win the NFL’s first overtime Super
Bowl in the game’s 51 year history.
The Falcons and quarterback Matt
Ryan looked at one point destined to
win the franchise’s first Super Bowl,
and erase the demons of their 1999
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY TENNIS TEAMS PULL OUT WINS
Willy Goldstein
Sports & Opinion Editor
This pastweek saw Seattle University’s
tennis teams pick up big wins in
what have been up and down seasons
for the programs.
The women’s team picked up the
win in Boise by defeating Weber State
5- It was just their second win of
the season, but a convincing one for
a team looking for some life. Juniors
Michelle Lui and Madison Maloney
earned victories in singles, with Lui
winning in consecutive sets, 6-3 and
6- It took Maloney three sets to
earn her victory. Another bright spot
is freshman Kali McCollister, who
earned a singles victory 7-6, 6-4.
The young guns have been
playing well for the Redhawks, with
McCollister and freshman Caroline
Maltby shining. Maltby won WAC
Tennis Athlete of the Week at
the end of January.
The team also won three doubles
matches, a season high.
BRADY, PATS CEMENT DYNASTY WITH OVERTIME SUPER BOWL WIN
failure to secure the Lombardi trophy.
After dominating the Patriots on
their way to a’ 28-3 lead, the Falcons’
improving defense went impotent,
and Ryan himselfmade a key mistake
late in the 4th quarter.
With a chance to take a two-
possession game and break New
England’s hopes, Ryan instead took a
key sackwhich knockedAtlanta out of
field goal range. With 3:30 remaining
in the fourth Brady marched the
offense down field for six, converted
an essential two-point conversion
immediatelyafter to close the gap and
steal the game’s momentum.
“For me, I wish I could have found
a way to throw it away and not lose
that yardage—that would have been
important for us,” Ryan said.
It was, and after mounting their
comeback the Patriots in turn
dominated the Falcons, accruing 546
total yards, and holding the ball for
over 40 minutes. It was an impressive
“Just a great team effort today. So
proud of the girls fight and grit,” said
women’s and men’s head coach Adam
Reeb. “Our doubles energy was again
very good across the board and that
set the tone for the singles.
Every girl battled in singles and left
everything they had on the court. I’m
proud of the way we committed to
playing to win. This one feels good
and is something we’ll enjoy and then
need to build on.”
On the men’s side, they played at the
tennis center at Sandpoint, defeating
Pacific Lutheran 6-1. It continued
a hot streak that has seen them win
four out of their last six matches after
dropping the first four of the season.
Senior John Stormans and junior
Matt Alderson were dominant,
winning theirmatches 6-1,6-0and 6-0,
6-0, respectively.
“It was good to get another home
win this afternoon,” Reeb said. “The
guys played well across the board and
played another pretty complete match.
We’re at home again next weekend so
we’re looking forward to hopefully
moment and feat of perseverance by
the NFL’s dominant dynasty.
Brady was simply legendary.
He overcame a weak first half
and early pick-six to go 43/62,
amassing 466 passing yards and
adding two touchdowns.
“It’s been like that every year, every
day, every week, every practice. I
don’t care if it’s in May, August or
January—Tom Brady gives us his
best every time he steps on the field”
Belichick said after the game. “Tom
has had a lotof great ones. Tonight was
one of them.”
With the win, Tom Brady becomes
the most prolific quarterback of
the Super Bowl era, earning his
fifth Super Bowl Championship.
“It was just a great teamperformance,”
Brady said after receiving his fourth
Super Bowl MVP Award. “I’m so
proud of this team. We faced a lot of
adversity over the year and overcame
with a lot ofmental toughness.”
getting healthier and competing
again next weekend.”
The men’s team’s recent success can
be attributed to the team working hard
and getting healthy. In addition, wins
can help build confidence, and when
they are playing with confidence they
are hard to stop.
Sophomore Jeremiah Kalmus is an
example of this, winning WAC Tennis
Athlete of the Week two weeks ago.
That was followed by Maltby’s win,
giving the Redhawks back to back
FEBRUARY 8. 2017
After missing the first four games
of 2016, Brady came back and lost
only one game the rest of the way, and
threw an insanely-low 2 interceptions
through the regular season. It was a
victorythat will silence thecritics who
have held Brady out of their G.O.A.T.
lists and cement Bradyand this Patriots
team as the greatest in NFL history.
Les may be reached at
ltobias@su-spectator.com
Athlete of the WeekAwards for tennis,
an accomplishment that should
not be overlooked.
The women’s team plays away at
Gonzaga on Feb. 11 and the men’s
team next plays Portland State at
the Tennis Center at Sandpoint,
followed by a match the day
after against Linfield.
The editor may be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
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A LETTER FROM FORMER SGSU PRESIDENT CARLOS RODRIGUEZ
This is a response to the article published about my resignation from SGSU on February 1st, 2017.1 still stand with everything I said, but would like to clarify some
points that were brought up.
Student Government does great work and will continue to do great work. I trust that they will continue advocating for students in whatever ways they can. They
have been hard at work to revise the way they carry out their advocacy and what their projects will look like in the future.
Student Government is stronger than ever and I hope that you all can seek office or find some other way to get involvedwith SGSU.
When I mentioned that I could not find meaningful change in Student Government, I’m not saying that Student Government isn’t productive, I’m saying that it’s not
for me right now. I need to do work in the community helping undocumented students apply for DACA, apply for college, or find other leadership opportunities
that would help them achieve their goals.
I do believe that SU was never fully equipped to handle the acceptance of undocumented students. I believe that there is so much work to be done, and so much
work that should have been done long before this became a serious issue. We must look into the admissions
process, financial assistance, legal assistance, and resources offered on campus that will help undocumented students graduate. The University ofWashington has
an office dedicated solely to undocumented students (Leadership Without Borders). I should not have to travel there for me to get resources related to my status.
I will still be working with different offices and administrators to ensure we can best support our students. Again, I want to reiterate that I am confident in the
decision I have made to resign from Student Government and hope that we can all work together to improve these resources.
Its exhausting work, but I have a vision and am hopeful that this work can be achieved.
Your undocumented, unafraid, and unapologetic friend,
Carlos Rodriguez
OP-ED: STUDENT HEALTH SERVICES NEEDS PATCHING UP
There are many times that I’ve had serious doubts about how well Seattle University spends itsmoney (which is, in no small part, our money as students) but no
instance ofincredulity compares to this past Thursdayafternoon. I stoodand watched the logo of our university literally burn to the ground as apart of homecoming
festivities as I, too, burned up—from a fever. I had strep throat, but hadn’t yet seen a doctor, letalone gotten any antibiotics, because a few hours earlier, the Student
Health Center cancelled my appointment for the second day in a row. As I watched the flames, the metaphor of our money being set on fire was not lost on me.
So what’s the deal, SU? How is it that we can have pyrotechnics at our homecoming parade, but we can’t afford a functioning Student Health Center or CAPS?
To clarify, my issue isn’t with the wonderful staff of our student services. They are kind, dedicated people who, when you can actually get an appointment, are
incredibly helpful. My issue is that you need to put your health issue on hold for a week (or a few, with CAPS) until you can see somebody. Then, ifa staffmember
is out sick, their role doesn’t get filled and all of their appointments get cancelled.
Ofall things on campus to short on funding, why CAPS and the Health Center? They provide services to the studentbody that are important and in high demand.
I missed two full days ofclasses because I was forced to wait for medical attention, and my sickness wasn’t nearly as debilitating as others. The situation at CAPS
is worse, though it’s needed just as much, and promoted constantly to RAs such as myself as a resource for others. There are few things on campus as deserving of
proper funding as these studentservices.
I do understandthat funding isperpetually tight and the cost of running auniversity is on the rise. At least, that’s what I read inthe Spectator the other week. From
what I’ve seen of University spending, we seem to have money to burn—literally. And the flaming logo is just one item on my Favorite Uses ofTuition Money
list. Otherhighlights include the giant metal cube outside the gym, the 125thbanner hanging fromBellarmine that’s mostly obscuredby trees, and ofcourse, our
$900k Jesuit hangout on Beaver Lake.
Look, I’m not asking for a fully-functioning emergency room on campus, nor for Dr. Phil to head CAPS. But the students at Seattle University deserve health
services adequately suited to meet our needs. This isn’t an issue created by my fever dreams, it’s one pointed out by them.
- Sam Schultheis, Online Content Editor
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DEAR PAPA (r
jon... r
1
by Jon Cantalini \
Q
Hello Papa Jon,
• The snow is killing me. Iam slipping and sliding
9 EVERYWHERE. How do I stop this chaos?
Sincerely,
Slippin’ and Sliddin
’
A
Hello my slippery friend,
• I have a couple options that you might be able to use
• to increase traction. One, spray some hair spray on the
bottom of your shoes. Two, wrap duct tape around the
toe ofyour shoe. Three, GET SOME BETTER SHOES.
I know this has been the worst winter in eight years, but
you better have some good shoes on hand, just in case.
Your traction friend,
Papa Jon
QI
live offcampus and I don’t know how to stay warm...
*
I tried to convince my roommates to turn on the heat
*
but they don’t want to payfor it. How do I staywarm?
A
Hello my Chilly Friend,
• Oh my gosh, paying for heating is SO expensive.
*
The way I am getting through this cold patch is by
wrapping myself in some big blankets and pulling out
my warmest socks. Also, the heat at school is included
in your tuition (thanks Seattle U). So go hang out in the
library or the student center where you can enjoy the
heat and watch some Netflix!
Burrrrr its cold in here,
QHi
Papa Jon,
• I am really nervous about getting into one ofmy
• classesfor next quarter, what shouldI do?
Sincerely,
Every Seattle U Student
A
Hello, are you thirsty?
• I just found out today that cuffing is when people try
• and find their bae tocuddle up with for the cold months!
So, that means you better watch out for those thirsty
classmates who might be on the prowl for someone
warm to spend their time with. The cold months are
coming, we all better be prepared.
Want to be my boo?
Papa Jon
To submit a question, go to http://ask.fm/DearPapaJon. I can’t wait to hear
fromyou all!! Love, Papa Jon
JON..
li i
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